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A quantum memory with the performances of low noise, high efficiency, and high bandwidth is of
crucial importance for developing practical quantum information technologies. However, the excess noises
generated during the highly efficient processing of quantum information inevitably destroy quantum state.
Here, we present a quantum memory with built-in excess-noise eraser by integrating a photon-correlated
quantum interferometry in quantum memory, where the memory efficiency can be enhanced and the excess
noises can be suppressed to the vacuum level via destructive interference. This quantum memory is
demonstrated in a rubidium vapor cell with a 10-ns-long photonics signal. We observe ∼80% noise
suppression, the write-in efficiency enhancement from 87% to 96.2% without and with interferometry, and
the corresponding memory efficiency excluding the noises from 70% to 77%. The fidelity is 93.7% at the
single-photon level, significantly exceeding the no-cloning limit. Such interferometry-integrated quantum
memory, the first expansion of quantum interference techniques to quantum information processing,
simultaneously enables low noise, high bandwidth, high efficiency, and easy operation.
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Introduction.—Quantum communication and quantum
computing (QCQC) have attracted significant attention
since the early 1980s due to the promise for absolute
security implications [1–3]. A number of QCQC protocols,
such as eavesdropping in quantum cryptography [4,5],
quantum repeaters [6–10], and linear optics quantum
computing [11–13], are implemented based on atomic
quantum memory where quantum information transmitting
or mapping between optical systems and atomic systems.
In the past decades, various atomic memory approaches

have been developed, including EIT [14–16], Raman
process [15,17,18], GEM [19,20], Faraday [21], etc. A
common characteristic of these approaches is the require-
ment of strong driving lights to couple atoms and optical
signals. To achieve a perfect quantum memory, quantum
characteristics of information are required to be perfectly
preserved during the atom-light coupling. However, the
strong driving lights inevitably bring excess noises via
nonlinear processes to reduce or even destroy the quantum
information [22–24]. How to eliminate the excess noise
from the nonlinear processes is the core problem in QCQC.
Previous strategies are focused on preparing the medium
into a quantum system such as BEC [25,26], or reducing
the strength of nonlinear coupling by smaller coupling
coefficient [27–31]. But such methods require complex
technologies to prepare and control quantum systems or

sacrifice some properties of quantum information. The
presence of nonlinear noises during the processing of
quantum information memory remains as the long-standing
challenge so far.
Here we develop a counteraction strategy by applying a

noise eraser after the memorizer [Fig. 1(a)]. The eraser can
suppress the excess noises generated from memory to the
vacuum level via nonlinear quantum interference without
degrading any memory performance. In experiment, quan-
tummemory and the noise eraser are implemented in a 87Rb
atomic vapor cell as shown in Fig. 1(b), and the exper-
imental detail is described in [32]. The input signal εin and
strong driving W=R pulses are arranged to pass the atoms
twice in the forward and then backward directions, where
εin is a 10-ns-long pulse at the single-photon level. A phase
shift Δϕ is applied on the W=R field in the backward
direction via PZT. We call the memory process where the
optical fields are only in the forward direction as single-
pass memory, that in forward and backward directions as
two-pass memory. The single-pass memory is the most
commonly used one in reported demonstrations [14–20].
While in current two-pass memory, memory efficiency can
be enhanced and the excess noises can be suppressed by
destructive interference in the backward direction. Below,
we will analyze and demonstrate two-pass memory com-
pared with the single-pass one.
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Figure 1(c) shows two-pass memory. In the write-in
process, the strong W field in the forward direction drives
the atoms to coherently absorb part of εin as the atomic
excitation with efficiency ηWF

and then, in the backward
direction, drives the atoms to absorb the rest signal εLF

further with efficiency ηWB
. In the read process, the atomic

excitations in forward and backward write processes, SaF
and SaB , are converted to εR by the R pulses in respective
directions with efficiencies ηRF

∼ ηRB
∼ ηR. SaF and SaB

have different wave vectors, resulting in that the write and
read processes in backward direction are independent with
those in the forward direction due to the phase mis-
matching. And more importantly, the phase shift Δϕ on
backward W and R fields has no effect on εR due to the
opposed phase response in the interaction Hamiltonian of
the write and read processes [32]. Therefore, the memory
efficiency of the two-pass scheme ηMT

is contributed by the

memories in both the forward and backward directions,
ηMT

¼ ηWF
ηR þ ð1 − ηWF

ÞηWB
ηR. Obviously, ηMT

is larger
than the efficiency of single-pass memory, that is,
ηMS

¼ ηWF
ηR. This is one of advantages of the current

memory scheme.
However, the memory process is simultaneously accom-

panied with nonlinear four-wave-mixing (FWM) process
[Fig. 1(d)]withHamitonian ĤNL¼ iℏξ̄NLε̂

†
SN
ε̂†ASþH:c: [33].

In single-pass memory, the strong driving fields pass the
atoms only in the forward direction to write and readout the
signals, AS and SN are simultaneously generated. AS can be
filtered out by the optical filters, but SN with the samemodes
and frequency with is superposed upon the signals as noises
degrading the fidelity. Both memory efficiency and noise
intensity increase with the atom-light coupling strength, so
the usual noise elimination by decreasing ξ̄NL causes the
reduction of memory efficiency.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b) (e)

(f)

(g)

FIG. 1. Noise-immune quantum memory. (a) Quantum memory unit and noise eraser to reduce the noises. (b) Experimental setup. The
memory and noise eraser are operated in an 87Rb atomic vapor cell. All optical fields interact with atoms to realize memory in forward
direction and then to further memory and suppress noises in backward direction. Glan polarizer (GL); reflected mirror (M); Piezoelectric
ceramics (PZT); Δϕ: phase shift. (c) Two-pass quantum memory. jgi: j52S1=2; F ¼ 1i; jmi: j52S1=2; F ¼ 2i; jei: j52P1=2; F ¼ 2i; write
pulse (W); read pulse (R); εin: input signal; εLF

: leaked signal in forward direction; εR: the final retrieved signal; εL: final leaked signal.
(d) Noise suppression by quantum interference. Anti-Stokes (AS); SN : Stokes noise. The initial SN and AS vacuum fields, denoted by
the blue and purple discs, are amplified as excess noises superposed upon quantum signal after the interaction in forward direction.
Then, all optical fields are reflected back and interact with atom in backward direction, where the SN and AS noises are suppressed back
to vacuum fields via destructive interference. The frequency and spatial mode of SN are the same as the signals εL=εR. (e) Single pulse
shapes of all signals and noises in single-pass memory. ASW=ASR: the AS noise in the write or read process. (f) Write-in efficiency as a
function of the energy of a single W pulse. The square curve: single-pass memory ηWS

; triangle: the two-pass memory ηWT
; circle

ðεin-T;W-SÞ: εin passes twice but the W pulse only passes once in the forward direction. star ðεin-S;W-TÞ: W passes twice but εin only
passes once in the forward direction. (g) Write-in efficiency in single-pass memory as a function of the atomic temperature.
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In current two-pass memory, mirrors are added to reflect
all optical fields back into the atoms in backward direction
to construct the noise eraser with Hamiltonian ĤNE ¼
iℏς̄NEε̂

†
SN
ε̂†AS þ H:c: A significant characteristic of SN and

AS generated in the forward direction is phase conjugation.
When the driving fieldW, R couples the phase shiftΔϕ and
interact with SN and AS in atoms by FWM in the backward
direction, the intensities of SN and AS noises in the final
output state depend on the phase shift, which is propor-
tional to (1þ cosΔϕ). There will appear the interference of
the SN and AS noises. In this sense, the FWM processes in
forward and backward directions act as the wave splitter
and wave recombination of the photon-correlation inter-
ferometer [34–36]. WhenΔϕ ¼ π and ξ̄NL ¼ ς̄NE, the noise
eraser runs quantum destructive effect on the output state,
which can eliminate the nonlinear noises AS and SN to the
vacuum level but quantum signal remains [32].
Therefore, in two-pass memory, the memory efficiency

can be improved to ∼100% by enhancing coupling
strength, by contrast, the noise can be kept at near zero
in principle. But in the single-pass memory, the increase
in memory efficiency by enhancing coupling strength is
always accompanied with the rapid growth of the excess
noise whose intensity might even be larger than the
memorized signal. Two-pass memory design has an
efficiency enhancement effect as well as noise suppression
compared with the commonly reported single-pass
memory [32]. Below, wewill experimentally demonstrate it.
Efficiency enhancement.—We first focus on the effect of

efficiency enhancement. Figure 1(e) shows the single pulse
shapes of the εin, εL, εR signals and the AS noise in write
and read processes (ASW , ASR) after etalons in single-pass
along the forward direction. The signals εL and εR include
the noises SN , whose energies are, respectively, equal to
ASW and ASR. In the write-in process, the energy of ASW is
∼26% of εL. The write-in efficiency ηWS

is ∼83% including
the SN noise by 1-NεL=Nεin, and increases to ∼87%
excluding the SN noise by 1-ðNεL − NASW Þ=Nεin. In the
read process, ASR is ∼13% of εR. The read efficiency
ηRS

is ∼97% including the SN noise by NεR=ðNεin -NεLÞ
and reduces to ∼80% excluding the SN noise by
ðNεR-NASRÞ=½Nεin -ðNεL − NASW Þ�. Then, the total memory
efficiency in single-pass ηMS

is 81% and 70.3% in the case
of including and excluding SN in signals, respectively.
Obviously, the nonlinear noises have unignorable impact
on quantum memory, especially in the read process.
The measured values of ηW excluding SN increase with

the write energy [Fig. 1(f)] and the atomic temperature
[Fig. 1(g)] [37]. In Fig. 1(f), the square curve is the write-in
efficiency ηWS

in single-pass memory, the star and circle
curves represent the write-in efficiency when the W and
signal εin input in the forward direction but onlyW or only
εL is reflected back in the backward direction. The square,
star, and circle curves overlap together, showing that strong

W-beam has little effect on the signal in the opposite
direction due to two-photon detuning between the signal
and W in the opposite directions caused by Doppler
broadening. The write-in efficiency of the two-pass
memory ηWT

(triangle curve) is always larger than ηWS
,

such that ηWT
can reach 96.2% but ηWS

is just 87% at the
write energy of 5.6 nJ, clearly demonstrating the enhance-
ment advantage of current memory. The read efficiencies
are the same, 80%, in single- and two-pass memories. The
remaining part of atomic excitation is lost mainly due to the
atomic decoherence effect, atomic excitation flying out of
the R beam [32]. In accordance with the value of ηWS

varying with the atomic temperature, as shown in Fig. 1(g),
further increases of efficiency need much higher optical
depth by increasing the atomic temperature or the power of
W=R pulse, which will be accompanied by serious excess
noises in the quantum signal [38]. This point is clearly
shown in Fig. 2(a), where the AS energy increases with
atomic temperature in an exponential shape, indicating that

(a)

(b)

(d) (e)

(c)

FIG. 2. Noise suppression. (a) The energy of ASR noise as a
function of the atomic temperature in single-pass memory.
(b) Single pulse shapes of εR and ASR, (c) the intensities of
noise ASR and signal (εR-ASR), and (d) signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of εR measured by intensity detection as phase shift Δϕ
scanned from 0 to 2π. (e) Visibility of ASR as a function of the
optical loss rate of W, R (purple square) and AS, SN (blue dot) in
backward direction.
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the noises increase much faster than memory efficiency
near the saturation region of memory efficiency. Therefore,
when performing normal single-pass memory, high effi-
ciency and large noise must be balanced, but it is not
required in two-pass memory.
Noise suppression.—We now demonstrate the noise

suppression. The SN and AS noises come from both the
amplification and spontaneous processes. In the far off-
resonant Raman memory system, spontaneous noise is too
small to be detected, while there is significant amplification
noise during the memory, especially in the read process
(Fig. 1(e)). We focus on εR and ASR. εR is consisted of
SN noise and real read signal. To demonstrate the noise
suppression of two-pass memory, we measure the inten-
sities of εR and ASR as scanning the phase shift Δϕ. ASR
and εR show interference fringes as Δϕ changes [Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c)]. The interference visibility of ASR is ∼80%, that
is, ∼80% ASR noise can be suppressed at the dark fringe.
More importantly, in the corresponding εR curve, most SN
noise is also suppressed while the real memory signal is
maintained (Fig. 2(c)), clearly demonstrating the significant
suppression effect on nonlinear noises of our two-pass
memory via quantum interference. Finally, after the noise
eraser, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), ðεR − ASRÞ=ASR) is
improved seven times [Fig. 2(d)], which can significantly
lengthen quantum communication distance and improve
the operation times of quantum information [39,40].
In principle, the visibility of AS should be ∼100% when

ξ̄NL ¼ ς̄NE, that is, if there would not be optical loss during
the propagation between memory unit and noise eraser, we
can achieve near perfect noise suppression [32]. However,
in our experiments, there exists optical path loss ∼20%,
resulting only 80% visibility and noise suppression. In
Fig. 2(e), interference visibility decreases with the optical
loss rate of the driving field but remains unchanged with the
loss of the signal or AS=SN. The path loss of the driving
pulse has significant impact due to ξ̄NL > ς̄NE, while the
loss in the signal path has little effect on noise suppression
but has significant impact on efficiency. Therefore, low-loss
optical elements are important to achieve near perfect noise
suppression and memory efficiency.
Fidelity.—Next, we analyze the noise performance and

give the fidelity. The noise performance of εR is analyzed
by the variance of quadrature amplitudes of the εR pulse
using homodyne detection [3,21,41–43]. The variances of
quadrature amplitudes at the average photon number of εin,
N̄εin ¼ 30, are given in Fig. 3. The variance of the coherent
pulse εin is 0.5 as the reference. The measured variance of
εR in the single-pass memory (dash-dot line) is 0.7,
showing that the intensity fluctuation of εR is much larger
than that of εin. Quadrature variance in the two-pass
memory changes with phase shift Δϕ. It is 0.8 at the
bright point (Δϕ ¼ 0), larger than the values of εin and εR in
the single-pass memory. The minimum variance is 0.6 at
the destructive interference point (Δϕ ¼ π), larger than εin

but smaller than εR in the single-pass memory. The noise
performance of εR shows that SN contributes significant
noise fluctuation to the memory signal and can be sup-
pressed in our two-pass memory.
Table I gives the variance and fidelity values at Δϕ ¼ 0

and π when N̄εin ¼ 1.25. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the noise
SN contained in εR is smallest at Δϕ ¼ π. That is why N̄εR
and the variance of εR at Δϕ ¼ π are both smaller than
those at Δϕ ¼ 0. Furthermore, the fidelity value F at Δϕ ¼
π is slightly better than at Δϕ ¼ 0 point. To further
investigate the noise impact, we also measure the Fc value,
which can remove the influence of noise fluctuation on
fidelity. Fc is the fidelity between εin and εc. εc is achieved
by attenuating εin to same average photon number of εR.
Therefore, Fc is the best fidelity value under current
memory efficiency without the effect of SN fluctuation.
The difference between Fc and F directly reflects the
impact of the SN noise fluctuation on fidelity. Small
difference value reflects better noise reduction. The fidelity
reduces 3.8% at Δϕ ¼ π, 8.9% at Δϕ ¼ 0, showing
that suppressing the FWM noise has positive effect on
preserving quantum state at destructive point. Figure 3 and
Table I have clearly shown the noise-erasing advantage
of current memory. Finally, F ¼ 0.937 at destructive

FIG. 3. Noise performance. Quadrature variance of εR at
N̄εin ¼ 30 as a function of phase shift Δϕ. Green solid line:
εin; red dash-dot line and blue dot curve are εR in single-pass and
two-pass memories, respectively.

TABLE I. The noise performance and fidelity. The average
photon number in εin, N̄εin ¼ 1.25 photon/pulse. N̄εR : the average
photon number in εR; Variance: variance of εR; F: the fidelity
value between εin and εR; Fc: the fidelity value between εin and
εc. εc is achieved by attenuating εin to the average photon number
equal to N̄εR . εR includes real memory signal and SN noise.

Δϕ N̄εR Variance Fidelity (F) Fc

0 1.23 0.64 0.907 0.996

π 1.01 0.563 0.937 0.975
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interference at N̄εin ¼ 1.25, significantly exceeding the
no-cloning limit [44–47]. Current memory is a quantum
memory.
Conclusion.—Two important advantages of current

memory, efficiency enhancement, and noise suppression,
have been demonstrated via the off-resonant Raman proc-
ess in the 87Rb vapor cell. In principle, interferometry-
integrated quantum memory could be applied to almost
all quantum memory systems, including atomic and solid
systems based on various light-matter interactions with
strong coupling strength, including the current Raman
process, EIT, and GEM. Furthermore, spontaneous FWM
noise, which is very small in the far off-resonant process
but is dominant in near-resonant interactions, could also be
suppressed to vacuum level via the destructive interference,
in principle. Integration of quantum interference with
quantum memory successfully removes the noise obstacle
for practical quantum memory, and simultaneously enables
low noise, high bandwidth, and high efficiency. Further-
more, current memory is operated in atomic vapor cell
plus several mirrors, therefore, it has the advantage of easy
operation. Such a pioneering scheme opens the way to
extend quantum metrology techniques from precision
measurement to quantum information processing.
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